Commissioner Malcolm Receives Her COVID-19 Vaccination: Transcript

[upbeat music]

[onscreen text] Minnesota Commissioner of Health Jan Malcolm received her COVID-19 vaccine today as part of the 65 and older vaccine group.

[Jan Malcolm] Well it's -- you know, I've been in a really good mood all day. I had been wanting to get the Janssen [Johnson + Johnson] vaccine. You know, very effective where it matters the most, against severe illness and hospitalizations.

You're going on offense against this disease.

Whatever vaccine you can get the soonest is what you should do. The vaccine that is in your arm today, protecting you, is the best one you can get, because getting protected as quickly as we can get people protected is the goal.

[onscreen text] Roll up your sleeves, Minnesota. health.mn.gov/covidvaccine

[upbeat music]
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